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Government and collaborative media as platforms
New democratic initiatives in Helsinki

John Grönvall Arcada UAS, Mats Nylund Arcada UAS
Introduction
In this paper we explore how the concept of collaborative media is manifested online and offline
in communities and platforms in Helsinki. We study how resource exchange activities within
online social networking sites (SNS) are generating new forms of super-local communication and
media infused communities.
The digitalization of our society has meant a major paradigm shift for the news media
industry. We see a declining in sales of printed newspapers and an intensified competition for
advertising revenue on the whole. The discourse of the crisis of journalism is comprehensive
(Grönvall, 2015; Picard et al., 2010; Spyridou et al., 2013; Wurff and Schoenbach, 2014; Zelizer,
2013). Most media houses are in a situation where new disruptive business models are needed to
ensure the future of their success. They either have to adapt and change, or seize to exist
(Lehman-Wilzig and Cohen-Avigdor, 2004).
Moreover, the traditional public service media are currently under scrutiny in many European
countries. The critique is coming partly from the commercial media who do not qualify for state
support and consider public service as competitors (Syvertsen et al., 2014, p. 124). Most of these
developments build on the advance of social media platforms (Hermida et al., 2012) and a
diverse range of mobile technology applications that effectively remove the need for the
middlemen and thus foreshorten the distance between producer and consumer.
News about global affairs is available free via Twitter, Google and Facebook. Since most of
national news is also easily obtainable from the web, the only remaining market potential for
today’s news media industry resides in covering news at the hyper-local level. So far this is a
segment that underutilized and also challenging for the global platform conglomerates to
control. Concurrently, the whole sociology of consumption in general and the media
consumption culture in particular are changing. We are moving from a traditional one-to-many
model of mass-media content production towards a many-to-many collaborative social model
where information and knowledge sharing through peer-to-peer communication is becoming the
norm. In the process, the traditional way of understanding media content as product is giving
way to new conducts of interacting with media as a vehicle for provision of services and as an
enabler of new experiences, moving from a traditional manufacturing mind-set towards a more
service-dominant media logic (Viljakainen, 2015).
Meanwhile, the growing sharing economy has grown into a disruptive force that further
challenge these traditional business models by offering platforms that create opportunities for
micro work, crowdsourcing and a multitude of online businesses. Consequently, there has been
an upsurge of recent scholarly interest in sharing economy concepts (Botsman and Rogers, 2010;
John, 2013; Lahti and Selosmaa, 2013; Rifkin, 2014; Rosen et al., 2011; Teubner, 2014) We
assume, in accordance with (Jenkins et al., 2013), that these sharing activities are connected to
value creation. However, the majority of media companies have yet to discover how to benefit
from the pluralism of networked activities that these platforms offer (Margetts et al., 2015).
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Finland on the forefront of openness culture and collaborative platforms
Finland has long been on the forefront of the global open source movement and therefore
constitutes an excellent laboratory for studying government as platforms. The proficiency in this
area largely emerged from the development of the globally endorsed open source operating
system Linux and the MySQL database in the early 1990’s. These technologies today form the
backbone of the Internet.
More recently the openness-culture has also been adopted by the City of Helsinki, which is a
pioneer in opening up its data repositories through restful-api’s that allow harnessing of a wide
range of big data sets. The main development has been accomplished by different organisations
loosely related to the city municipalities, mainly the Open knowledge foundation Helsinki’
(http://fi.okfn.org) and ‘Helsinki Region Infoshare’ [HRI] (http://hri.fi).
Helsinki Region Infoshare is a service that uses open data to support active citizenship,
research and journalism by offering an increased transparency towards the municipal decision
making process. As the name suggest, the data stems not only from the city of Helsinki, but
includes also most of the nearby cities. Altogether there are currently more than 1200 datasets
available in areas related to among others: living, work, social services, housing, construction,
education, culture, maps, transport and of course municipal budget issues. The data is licensed
under the Creative Commons Attribution International license (CC BY 4.0). The actual data is
available through several different application programming interfaces [API] that in a uniform
way give access a lot of municipality data that is stored in reasonably well-structured form in
XLS, XML and JSON formats
The majority of communication and interaction facilitated by these organizations are social
and informal and thus take place within the geographic vicinity of the actors and communities in
the city (Foth, 2006, p. 207). As a consequence of the abundance of information available, there
has been an upsurge of hacker communities developing in Helsinki. The city wants to encourage
developers to come up with new kinds of applications, visualizations and dashboards using
Open Data, applications that benefit the citizens.
The coding frenzy and hacking culture has become internationally renowned and supported
by the city and different NGO’s that organize large developer and risk financing events where
prices for the best new applications are elected (see Open Finland Challenge, Ultrahack,
SLUSH). From among these recently developed communication platforms, we focus on those
that work as enablers of local interaction, provide local peer-to-peer information and have a
potential to encourage local journalism, activism and collaborative engagement.
The article is structured as follows; it starts with a presentation of the research questions and
theoretical background including some conceptual foundations. The method and the material
used are then presented followed by the findings. Towards the end of the article, the analysis is
followed by a discussion about the issues arisen and their potential implications.

Aim and research objectives
The aim of this paper is to study how the notion of government and collaborative media as
platforms manifest themselves in the city and what opportunities they bring for the society. The
above mentioned developments have led to an increasing plethora of service-platforms for the
citizens, both commercial and non-commercial. Our focus is on how these platforms and the
hyper-local services they provide are affecting the agency of the citizens. The study aims to
answer the following research question:
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How do local collaborative and municipal platforms empower the citizens of Helsinki?

Data and research method
The data was gathered in two ways. Firstly through semi structured in-depth interviews (Tracy,
2012) with key executive people representing the selected platforms. The interviews were done
during the spring of 2015 and supplemented with additional interviews in June 2016 when we
learned that the Nearhood service was discontinued.
Secondly, we analysed resource exchange activities on a number of social online sites located
in the Helsinki region. The authors were registered for all services and actively took part in the
different activities available in order to better understand how the sharing aspects manifest
themselves in practice; we thus categorize our complementary method as adaptive virtual
ethnography in line with (Hine, 2000).
The criteria for inclusion of the interviewees were that they should form a broad overview of
available collaborative sharing economy initiatives in Helsinki.
The platforms studied, demarcation
The platforms in our study enable people to share information, belongings and various forms of
assistance and services. The four biggest local online service platforms were chosen, they are:
The City Time Bank (Stadin Aikapankki), Sharetribe, Nearhood and Nifty Neighbour (nappinaapuri) and PiggyBag. We also included several local and super-local Facebook groups in our
netnography study. After our initial studies of the available platforms (see the authors 2015) we
took a particular interest in the platform Nearhood, (www.nearhood.fi) which in several ways is
breaking new ground in the overlapping fields of digitalization and sharing economy and hyper
local community journalism and media production. It bridges interactions between journalists,
audiences and automatically generated news-content.
However, while the concept of the platform was promising, the service has recently been
discontinued. This makes it even an even more relevant subject to study. In order to better
understand the challenges and opportunities of collaborative media platforms in general we go
from the generic to the specific by refocusing specifically on the Nearhood platform in order to
discover what generic understanding and conclusions we can draw from its lifespan.

Background
The digital technologies we have studied connect people through online services in a peer-topeer or business-to-peer manner. In general, one can predict that where there is a middleman in
the business chain, that person will be bypassed as soon as it becomes technically possible. With
location based services and ubiquitous mapping of customer behaviour, more data about people
and their shopping habits become available, leading to new assets that are disaggregated and
consumed as services. As a consequence, the marginal costs are reduced, prices are cut and
revenues will shrink as we approach a zero marginal cost society as described by Rifkin (2014)
As crowd sourced and peer to peer based business ideas flourish, people turn from passive
consumers into creative prosumers. Consequently, some of the key concepts we have applied in
our study relate in diverse ways to notions of sharing economy, a changing journalistic culture, the
power of communities and the empowered citizens. Next we give a short overview to these
concepts.
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Sharing economy
The traditional ways of doing business are challenged and the future society will be seeing new
economic and social models (van Den Hoff, 2013). Sharing economy has been described as one
such trailblazing shift in Western societies (Botsman and Rogers 2010; Lahti and Selosmaa 2013;
Rifkin 2014). It is undeniably a global movement, a big trend in social commerce, and represents
a potential $110 billion market (Contreras, 2011)). The sharing economy represents a new way of
thinking about business, exchange, value and community.
Nicholas A. John (2013, p. 116) points out that sharing is the fundamental and constitutive
activity of Web 2.0 in general, and social networking sites in particular. People prefer having
access to services when needed, rather than actually owning the products. He further describes
sharing as a cultural practice that is constitutive of all social relations and splits sharing
economies into two different groups: economies of production and economies of consumption
John (2013: 179). The former has been covered by Benkler, (2006) and Lessig, (2009), the latter
however is currently a relatively uncharted territory in academia. Clearly sharing economy
constitutes a new environment and new opportunities for production also for the media industry
since an increasing number of people consume, use and share media through social networks
(Rohn and Nylund 2016). Thus the sharing economy can in essence be defined as peer to peer
based, audience-driven cultural practices (Rustrum et al., 2014, p. 31).
From traditional journalistic culture towards a service based culture
The traditional journalistic way as Thomas Hanitzsch (2007, p. 370) describes it is ‘the arena
in which diverse professional ideologies struggle over the dominant interpretation of journalism’s
social function and identity’. Mark Deuze (2005) concurrently shows that reality is complex and
that the core journalistic values can be determined only by studying how journalists negotiate
them, thus the ‘professional ideology’ and ‘collective knowledge’ (Zelizer, 2004) of journalistic
institutions are adapting to the altering production climate. Consequently, journalism is in a state
of flux (Spyridou et al., 2013). As a result, the journalistic tenets and ideals of corporate media
executives are also changing as they face new market imperatives and audience expectations.
Viljakainen (2015) shows that a shift in managerial mind-sets can be observed as media
companies turn into service businesses, the traditional product- based way of thinking is
increasingly shifted into a more collaborative and dynamic service-based mind-set.
Consecquently, when the viewers and readers formerly known as the audience are turning
into empowered citizens: makers, co-constructors, crowdfunders and peers (Owyang, 2015) the
media need to adapt to a many-to-many model of collaborative communities rather than depending
on the consumers utilizing the traditional one-to-many, mass media “products”. Not
surprisingly, these changes are disrupting 150 years of global mass media-logic.
Communities as platforms
There exists an extensive amount of research on social media and communities both regarding
online and offline communities (Gilchrist, 2009). For an extensive literature review of the
former, see (Malinen, 2015). When it comes to communities that are present both online and
offline however, the research is limited. One exception is the study on Couch Surfing done by
Rosen et al. (2011). (Gusfield, 1975) divides communities into two groups, those that are based
on a physical neighbourhood and those that are based on human relationships. (Wood and
Judikis, 2002) on the other hand identifies six elements that determine whether a community is
present:
1. A sense of common purpose(s) or interest(s) among members;
2. An assuming of mutual responsibility;
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Acknowledgment (at least among members) of interconnectedness;
Mutual respect for individual differences;
Mutual commitment to the well-being of each other;
Commitment by the members to the integrity and wellbeing of the group, that is, the
community itself; (Wood, c2002., p. 12)

For an extensive summary of community theory, see (Albinsson and Yasanthi Perera, 2012). Our
theoretical framework is based on conceptual model developed by Julia A. Hersberger et al.
(2007). They extend the Gusfield model with a four-tiered framework of how information
exchange progresses in communities. “The framework integrates models of community, social
networks, information exchange and information-sharing behaviours. The framework also
accounts for the affective dimensions of virtual communities” (Hersberger et al., 2007, p. 145)
The common denominator for the platforms in our study is that they aim to benefit from the
collective innate force of the different communities they address. The users of the services form
the core of a paradigm of consumption and production of services and media content. With the
paradigm change we see a corresponding change in the agency and empowerment of the citizens.

Empowered
Citizen roles

Distribution & Production

Changes,Opportunities & Threats

Viewers,
consumers

On demand content, Live events,
platform interactivity

Content creation based on user data,
consumer profiles, the end of linear TV?

Peers,
circulators

Sharing through social media, user
Distributed Content

Engagement. Value creation, but for
whom? ”We create the content, Twitter
takes the revenues”

Content Cocreators

User generated content,
crowdsourcing

Community-driven content.
Participation on a large scale difficult,
Second screen apps have the upper hand

Makers

Youtubers, vloggers, Younowers
Professionalization, Production
companies

Content-driven innovations. Advertisers
switch to Youtube, the winner takes it all.

Table 1 – citizen empowerment roles

A closer look at the Nearhood platform
Nearhood is an online platform (in web and app form) that facilitates the sharing processes
among citizens and companies. It functions as a framework for collaborative content
production. It is a combination of several different functions offerings a classifieds section, an
event calendar, a social networking through different forums, advertising space for local
companies and most importantly a service that automatically produces relevant news for specific
geographic neighbourhoods and areas in the city.
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Nearhood as a collaborative sharing platform
Lari Lohikoski, the driving force behind the service, has earlier been a successful developer of
the largest Finnish online classifieds service, tori.fi. He describes the initiative as derived from a
need to present relevant hyper local information to the people in the neighbourhoods.
There is no media to serve the hyper local needs... e.g. when a bike that clearly was stolen, stood against
our neighbour’s fence, there was no way for me to make this known in the neighbourhood.

According to Miemo Penttinen, the other founding partner, ‘You can follow the whole world via
Twitter, but you often don’t know your neighbours’. Their answer to this problem, the
Nearhood platform, thus gathers and redistributes information coming from a multitude of
sources. Using open data and open street maps, they have created a proximity filtering
mechanism that scrapes the web for relevant issues related to the specific parts of the City:
… the city makes a lot of decisions, for example related to a climbing frame in the park, but the
(municipal) information does not reach the population even though it is relevant for the citizens in the
area

When the minutes from the last municipality meeting become available (via the API), the
decisions made by the city board are filtered out according to the geographic area they relate to.
By looking for key parks, churches, street names, churches etc. - the data is aggregated and key
information is presented in text form to the citizens registered with the service in that specific
area. This functions what makes Nearhood unique and interesting says Lohikoski:
There are a lot of examples globally of local news aggregation. However our API is unique - we used
the open data services a lot, from weather information to positioning action and open street map.

Classifieds, service and business model of the Nearhood platform
The business logic of the Nearhood service is based on local marketing. Ads can be submitted by
small and medium sized companies that would like to reach people in specific areas of Helsinki.
For citizens the service is free and it functions as a public service information channel for their
neighbourhoods. In this way they serve the same function as traditional superlocal
newsmagazines. Their goal is to be ‘the official news channel of the different city quarters.
We want to be involved in helping local communities flourish. To, help them make a functioning business while at the same time make the world a better place. The revitalization of the local in the nearby
area together with aspects concerning global support of important issues, such as climate change, is
important (Penttinen 2015).

Lohikoski (2016) thinks there is a business potential a service that lets people nearby rapidly
react to special offers from e.g. a barber with a cancelled appointment:
Companies do not have the means to market directly to nearby group of friends. This afternoon all of a
sudden come someone has a barber hour for sale for half the price …While online advertising is often
annoying, the local advertising is more informative – not consider spam. Offers suddenly become
interesting.

It becomes clear from the interviews that supporting the forming of communities are a key goal
for Nearhood. They want to enhance the opportunities for citizen self-mediation and allowing
for a new type of neighbourhood collaboration.
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Nearhood as service for and by the communities
In addition to the data from the municipality, inhabitants in the different districts and areas are
expected to share media and information in a peer-to-peer manner within four categories on the
platform website, these were: events, classifieds, problem reporting and a general discussion segment.
The latter also incorporates commercial news items. Penttinen divides the community of users
into three different roles according to what the users are looking for and how they behave:
1. General interest, people looking for info about where the cheapest shopping bag or the coolest
children's play park can be found.
2. Followers of events, people participating in events if someone comes up with something fun to do
3. The urban social media enthusiasts who are interested in local happenings only if they relate to
their own specific interests. They want to spend time with people that share their own interest even
though they can be physically in different locations, even globally.

For 1 and 2 there are many services, but the third option is not very richly fulfilled yet according
to Penttinen:
A global interest in the super local is clearly visible. People's desire to focus on the surrounding area has
been noted in different research projects. At the same time the media crisis is slowly killing the few
local actors still functional in this field. Clearly there is room for a new solution here, but it is difficult
to know what the right business logic for the task is (Penttinen 2015).

However promising the Nearhood concept was in 2012 when it was founded it did not take off.
Nonetheless there are valuable insights to be had from the effort; we present some of them in
the next section.

Lessons learned from the Nearhood platform project
When the initial interviews carried out in our project in 2015 the Nearhood team were still
hopeful that they would find a veritable business partner that would help them fund the venture.
However in the spring of 2016 the service was discontinued. In June 2016 in a second interview
with Nearhood we asked the CEO Lohikoski, why it failed and what could be done differently.
Lack of good partners and sponsors
Having unsuccessfully looked for a crowd sourced form of funding they decided to approach the
main Finnish news media companies for partnership:
We went to seek partners, a variety of combinations. One idea was to gather a lot of small players – but
that took up too much time and resources. We approached the large media houses and even got some
good offers, but we did not want to become too dependent on these companies - married to them for a
long time (Lohikoski, 2016).

Also the potential external funders they worked with demanded too much to commitment to
make it worthwhile.
The media industry is so bad off, we couldn’t find good deals. Clearly though, the local presence is of
interest to media houses with online advertising. And rapid reaction to local opportunities and special
offers.

Also nonmaterial resources played a roles said Lohikoski, ‘ with age, family life and your free
time becomes valuable’. Thus personal reasons clearly also were a factor when deciding to
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discontinue the service. If the founders would still have been in there 20’s and worked long
hours, they thought they could have made it work.
Not reaching a critical mass of users
However, the main problem was finding a sufficiently broad base of devoted users. The service
was first tested in 7 parts of the city. The places were it worked better were in neighbourhoods
were they had help from existing communities that helped in establishing interest for the service.
We never reached sufficient audiences, we did not attract enough users, it’s a chicken and egg problem
How to activate your users, how to get them involved? That is just the thing. How do you get a critical
mass in a specific area? The content must come from somewhere…. It worked well in Kivistö since
there was a local association facilitating the process.

Also direct marketing efforts in shopping malls were efficient in drawing the attention from
people but it was not enough to actually engage these people into a daily use of the platform.
A few of the shopping centre where physically people to use the service. Gave their email and were
inspired, it did wake a lot of interest

Clearly one had not thought it through to the end how to engage the users to an extent where
Nearhood would become their first go to choice for publication. In a potentially collaborative
situation the users went to Facebook and Twitter instead, as they were used to. Thus the habits
of social media sharing would need to be properly understood first when designing this type of a
service:
… you need a Top of mind awareness where the first thing that comes to mind is to share the content
on Nearchood (not Facebook). It is difficult to get there, so that that is the first user reaction, first thing
that comes to mind.

In addition, according to Lohikoski their system was trying to do too many things at once a jack
of all trades service. It would have been better to make it a one stop thing and make that one
service as good as possible:
[Y]ou must find the path to the users brains! How using the service will become a daily everydat thing.
You need to know why someone will use the serivice, … today I’d forget the web and focus on the
app… Simplicity, that is the key thing. Take one thing and do it well.

In other words, the workings and aim of the service needs to be undestood at a glance and one
should be able to explain the concept and its idea in a tag-line of three words:
You have to be there you must understand what it is about with the first glance. The problem was that it
was a new unknown concept trying to solve too many things at once! When somone asked - what is
this? It was hard to explaine in one sentence. You could not explain the concept in three words. …We
would need a simpler system.

One of their means to encourcage the creation of superlocal narratives (primarily photos and
short stories, or ‘status updates’) were the Emissary scouting arrangement. As a user you could
improve your social status in the service by entering into a voluntary agreement with Nearhood.
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As an Emissary you would be a key figure in your neighbourhood and people could count on
your engagment in content creation:
But getting the content production into a part of ther daily flow, that is really difficult! There were many
Emissaries, but since they were volunteers, we could not push them hard into producing something.

When they started out in 2012, there were not that many specialized Facebook groups but now
things are changing and the big aggregators are pushing into new niches, also the superlocal
perspective is being exploited.
Fierce economic competition from the Megaplatforms
Inevitably the megaplatforms are spreading into the superlocal communities, thus heavily reducing the market potentials for startups like Nearhood:
Facebook takes it all … it’s a Megaplatform which takes everything. Its rather random for what
purposes these (facebook) groups have been established... The groups have different agendas .. som
have a security agenda where people like discipline and order. We wanted to create a generic platform
for everybody. … it’s difficult to predict the needs. For example, children's clothing, women's shoes,
seems to work well in these forums.
Likewise, when discussing meatrends, such as the sharing economy, Lohikoski fears that the

megaplatforms are seriously stealing the markets for all but a few.

UBER is not Sharing Economy , but the trend exists and is important. But how do you turn it into viable
business? There is always this one huge aggregating service … there will likely not remain sufficiant
business options for that many players.. the Megaplatforms are extending also to the super local places.

Lohikoski brings up the subject of the bleek future of traditional printmedia. On the whole most
stories and narratives today in papers are no longer found through the print medium but rather
from aggreagating services like Facebook.
One (magazine) CEO claimed that the newspapers sales will end completly – I think their ability to
regenerate, in a way that would demand a cannibalisation of their own company, .. they don’t have the
courage for this, to give it up. The new tools (media) fulfil these needs better.

As people read headlines on a couple of the larger newspapers webpages most of the shared
content spreads via social media:
But the large aggregators dominate, same thing also with the online newspapers, … the vast
majority of the stories are found through social media.
Instead of reading through the full papers, the readers look for content produced by a journalist
they trust to tell them the real truth.
Of course, content is still important. The distance between users and producers diminish continuously.
… people follow bloggers and people who write well. … how do you turn the connected "Rapport" kind
of journalism economically viable? Maybe through crowdfunfing. Sponsorship-deals.

Considering a new future for Nearhood is not impossible but it would mean some substantial
rethinking and redesing of the service.
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New future through further decentralization
Even though the webiste has been taken down, the backend still exists and it would take less
than a day to reestablish the Nearhood site if a good enough opportunity should arise.
Yes, the code and database are still there. We're willing to take a look at what its future. If we can find a
simple and good angle and reason to evoke it.. We had a conceptualization but the idea didn’t come out
as expected. We wanted to make a self maintaining consumer service… BIG-or-nothing (not somehting
you sell separatly to every household).

However, that would require a substantial marketin effort on many levels and a lot of footwork.
... marketing in some way. With a good angle with a good partner to gain visibility might in one of the
specific territories, maybe run through all the traders and stores… essentially more footwork. The city
cannot support the service directly

Clearly Lohikoski believes that there still is a potential and also a so far un-identified need among
the citizens and consumers that could be harnessed for a future version.
People may not even realize that they have such a need. We should have invested more heavily in the
fact that "You really have this need " you need to create a connection between the need and the service
and the users everyday activities, like in the morning I click the HS app.. it must be concrete, hands on
connection.

Decentralization is seen as a solution to many different kinds of problems. (Manor, 1999).
Lohikoski is of the same opinion that in order to be able to competete amd reduce the influence
of the big aggreagting services even more and better peer to peer based services are needed.
We’d need a decentralized system not like the centralized Airbnb and Ubers. It is good that such
inititatives have arisen (e.g. Nifty neighbour) .. we need even more peer to peer! … The entire Bitcoin
thing - P2P that removes the middle man… Swarming etc. .. the Internet promise of direct
communication is slowly coming. What will happen to the large middlemen? … when you buy directly
from China, from a maker or factory… many merchants and dealer here disappears as does the quality
assurance.

In the following section of the paper we deduct the answers to the research questions based on
the above findings.

Conclusions
Out of the platforms studied, nearhood.fi emerged as a particularly interesting case that in
several ways is breaking new ground, not least in the technical integration with the open APIs
provided by the government. It also functions as concrete example of sharing economyprincples manifested in a real world context where the citizens are offered new ways of
community building through the social media features provided by the technology platform.
Morover it utilizes the automatic generation of journalistic content in a innovative new way,
where the government open data platforms are utilized to automatically provide super local
news. Information about political decisions that are of key importance to inhabitants in specific
areas of the city are passed down the pipeline as automatically generated narratives directly to the
citizens. Nevertheless, despite the promising concept, Nearhood is also an informative example
of a platform-based initiative that failed. Our belief is that analyzing such ‘failures’ is as
important and interesting as analyzing success stories. We think that the Nearhood case relates in
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noteworthy ways both to theories of media, business model development, innovations and
communities.
Nearhood stands out as a platform with a business model that has the potentily to solve a lot
of the present challenges in the media industry and to do it in a socially responsible way,
especially when it comes to the hyper-local level. However, the case of Nearhood also shows
that a good idea is only a starting point. There is a long way ahead, even after a business plan that
on paper, seems to have it all. The business model canvas and similar strategic and managerial
tools emphasize the importance of creating innovations that are based on customer needs. The
trick is however to be able to identify the real needs. It does not necessarily help to interview the
customers, because they usually do not know what their needs are. Nearhood succeeded, by and
far, or in technical terms if you like, as a news aggregator and distributor of news and
information produced by local authorities. It failed however, to attract a critical mass of news
consumers and content creators and co-creators and therefore it did not manage to attract
advertisers and consequently it never managed to generate the much needed revenues.
Clearly, the citizen’s need to interact with each other on a neighborhood level is there, but
this need is increasingly being satisfied by Facebook, especially by its increasingly popular ‘group’
function. In our interviews with representatives of Nearhood, Facebook stands out as their main
rival. The ability of a global platform to be re-invented on a hyper-local level by its users is
indeed striking. But the ‘top of mind’ scenario, where Nearhood would be the first platform to use
when you have something on your mind, is too difficult a challenge when standing in the shadow
of the global aggregators like Facebook, Twitter and Google.
Looking for the generic in this specifc case we conclude that while Nearhood in many ways
promised to be ‘the’ disruptive innovation providing for a local collaborative and municipal
platform that would help empower the citizens of Helsinki, in order for this type services to
succeed and fulfil a democratic purpose, it will be necessary for the citizens of Helsinki to show a
keener interest in what is going on within their neighbourhood. However, it is a real challenge
for local and governmental media platforms to move up the market. Displacing the established
global aggergators is hard, even on a super local arena. Then again, this situation is not that
surprising when considering the inherent monopolization tendency in the current digital media
logic and platform economies.
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universities of applied sciences and the state.
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